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RESONATE SYSTEMS in partnership with SAGE Automation, provided
a condition monitoring solution for the South Australian
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI).

The addition of continuous monitoring aligns with DPTI long term
strategy of reducing asset cost of ownership.

At the time of construction the O-Bahn Tunnel represented a major
infrastructure project for the state of South Australia.

Jet fans ventilate the tunnel to prevent build-up of carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxide and particulates that reduce visibility.

As a highly-utilised public transport
corridor, tunnel shutdowns are not
acceptable to the owner-operator and
the general public.

As such The autonomous collection of
data as input to a predictive maintenance
scheme is therefore essential.

Using lessons learned on the Heysen Tunnels, DPTI commissioned an automated
system for vibration and electrical monitoring of six jet fans to minimise
maintenance cost and scheduled maintenance, and repairs.

The monitoring system asses both the fan motors and supporting structure and
includes bearing defects, fan imbalance and structural changes.

Monitoring of electrical parameters includes the voltage and current driving each
fan and focuses on the detection of unusal voltages on the fan supply.

The data collected is integrated into the tunnel SCADA and PLC system.

Project Challenges

The annual city wide festival season, forced the tunnel construction to be completed within 12 months. RESONATE SYSTEMS
worked closely with SAGE Automation to adapt to the ever-changing site access timing and tunnel commissioning process.

The tunnel construction project was complex and included a large of amount of Intelligent Traffic Systems and Services of which
the Jet Fan condition monitoring system was an integral part.

As often is the case with complex infrastructure projects, some requirements can be difficult to capture in written form.
RESONATE SYSTEMS applied the extensive Condition monitoring domain knowledge to deliver beyond the written requirements
thus ensuring the client’s target objectives were met.

O-Bahn City Access Tunnel Jet Fans
Condition Monitoring Solution

!

High speed Jet Fan
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Key Facts

The Solution

The on-line monitoring solution was developed by RESONATE SYSTEMS
on the NI CompactRIO (cRIO) hardware and InsightCM condition
monitoring software.

The installed cRIO edge devices support direct data acquisition of
outputs from vibration sensors, voltage, and current transformers. The
cRIO edge devices also provide realtime analysis of vibration and
electrical signals.

The cRIO is fully integrated into tunnel SCADA system and the web
based InsightCM condition monitoring software server.

Jet fans, bi-directional, variable frequency drives (VFD) 6

Accelerometers 72

current and voltage transformers 36

ondition monitoring systems 6

Mechanical faults assessed

Imbalance
Mechanical looseness
Bearing fault
Isolator condition

Electrical faults assessed

Voltage/Current imbalance
Voltage/Current total harmonic distortion (THD)
Rotor eccentricity
Rotor bar faults

Integration with SCADA system
Vibration and electrical parameters and alarms sent to
SCADA via MODBUS TCP/IP

NI CompactRIO Modular high-performance embedded controllers

Photo credit: NI

PLC
cRIO Vibration

cRIO Electrical

InsightCM Server

InsightCM Data Browser

SCADA
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NI InsightCM

The NI InsightCM software platform gives access
to data trending, configurations and alarms.

The secured browser-based interface provides an
interface to configura measurement channels,
set analysis parameters and alarm levels/
tresholds.

The analysis toolset includes parameters such as
time waveforms, frequency spectra, Bode and
orbit plots and many more.

InsightCM’s database retains historical data and
enables direct access to trend data across all
channels and analysis parameters.

Commisionning of O-Bahn tunnel ventilation
condition monitoring system

NI InsightCM web browser dashboard

A fully Integrated Condition Monitoring System

A key characteristic of the system was the ability to integrate with existing control
system hardware and IT infrastructure.

The main benefits of a closer integration between systems include

Equipment condition information in isolation is not enough to make the decision to
shutdown a piece of equipment or to take it out-of-service for maintenance work.

In addition to condition parameters a reliability or maintenance engineer is
interested in the associated process or operating parameters, i.e. running speeds,
flow rates, pressures, power consumption, ambient temperatures, etc. Changes in
operating parameters, in conjunction with the deteriorating condition, provide a
more detailed picture of the severity of a fault, or even indicate the root cause.

With a closely integrated system, the condition data and operating parameters can
be stored within the same database enabling more complex analysis to be
performed.

CONDITION
MONITORING
SYSTEM

OPERATOR
DASHBOARD

CENTRAL
DATABASE

SCADA
CONTROL

PLC

MAINTENANCE

MOTORS

FANS

Measure conditions from sensors

Send shutdown
On trip signal

Read & Write data
from a single

database

Automatically generates
maintenance requests

Send condition
parameters directly
to the operator dashboard

Read process
parameters directly

from the control system
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Based in Adelaide South Australia, the RESONATE SYSTEMS
team works collaboratively with clients to deliver projects and
solutions that give insights into the physical world.

We apply agile project management methods to ensure our
clients’ expectations on time, cost and requirements are met.

Our approach and philosophy has enabled us to successfully
apply our skills and expertise across a number of diverse
industries and projects, including Utilities, Rail, Defence,

Infrastructure, Research,
Agriculture and
Manufacturing.

To complement our
offering, we work with local
and international partners
to integrate appropriate
technologies into our
projects and solutions.

ABOUT RESONATE SYSTEMS

ADELAIDE

Key Personel
Dr. Mike Kidner
Director

Dr Mike Kidner has over twenty years experience in research, development and consulting providing technical leadership on a wide range
of projects and mentoring engineers in the UK, USA and Australia.

Mike has worked on several technically challenging assignments within local, national and international teams for clients including
NASA, Boeing, USAF, CoA, Rio Tinto & SNC Lavallin and has also published 42 technical papers.

Dr. Kidner specialises in signal processing, structural dynamics and data analytics.

Department of Transport, Planning and

Infrastructure (DPTI)

Ansaldo-STS Autohaul JV Wivenhoe Power Station, Queensland Pacific National (SA and NSW)

Design and development of online vibration

monitoring system for ventilation fans at

Adelaide Heysen Tunnels

Design and supply of collision detection

systems

Testing and commissioning of hydro-

turbine vibration monitoring system

Development of wagon mounted vibration

and GPS logging device for the assessment

of rail vehicle and track condition

Singapore LTA ARTC DPTI GDF Suez

Development of remote vibration

monitoring system for fault diagnosis of rail

infrastructure

On Board Vibration Logger System. Analysis

for feature extraction from vibration data

sets as a function of speed, location etc.

Routine Vibration & Electrical Data

Analysis. Develop data analysis software

for vibration and electrical condition data

for 16 jet fans

Port Lincoln Units 2 & 3 Turbine Analysis.

Data collection and analysis during run

down and RTS. Vibration analysis including

bode vectors, orbits and centre line plots.

GPA SA Santos Dept. Of Defence - LEA/CASG Singapore Public Transport Authority

Dynamic analysis of vibration and piping

response against API 674/617 guidelines

Pipe fatigue assessment FEA study Expert consultant on commissioning

program for of heavy vibration test facility

3rd Rail Failure Investigation. Project co-

ordination, test program design, data

analysis

Michael Foo
Director

Past projects (short list)

Past projects (short list)

Michael is a Director of Resonate Systems with over fifteen years’ experience in the fields of vibration, acoustics, and system design and
integration. His primary area of expertise is in the design and development of custom data acquisition and analysis systems which have
been applied across industries including power generation, mining, automotive, rail and transport.

Department of Planning, Transport &

Infrastructure (DPTI)

Transport for New South Wales Wivenhoe Power Station, Queensland Pacific National (SA and NSW)

Design and development of online vibration

and motor electrical monitoring system for

O-Bahn City Access and Heysen Tunnels.

Design, development and integration of

wayside noise monitoring system for

capture of noise and images for Transport

for New South Wales.

Testing and commissioning of hydro-

turbine vibration monitoring system.

Development of a wagon mounted vibration

and GPS logging device for the assessment

of rail vehicle and track condition.

Department of Transport, Planning and

Infrastructure (DPTI)

Singapore LTA Komatsu Shovel, Leigh Creek Coal Mine, SA Viterra Australia

Software development of bus ride condition

monitoring system.

Development of remote vibration

monitoring system for fault diagnosis of rail

infrastructure.

Development of permanent vibration

monitoring system

Routine condition monitoring of elevators,

conveyors and auxiliary plant at Viterra

plants

Augusta Power Stations: Synergen Wivenhoe Power Station Air Liquide, Port Pirie, SA

In-situ fan balancing of primary air (PA),

induction draft (ID) and forced draft (FD)

fans

Mintaro Power Station Gas Turbine In-situ

Balancing. Vibration assessment and in-

situ balancing of Mintaro Gas Turbine

during return to service phase

Online vibration monitoring system.

Development and installation of hydro-

turbine online condition monitoring system.

Operational Deflection Shape (ODS)

analysis of reciprocating compressor



Level 1, 23 Peel Street
Adelaide SA 5000
Australia

RESONATE SYSTEMS

www.resonatesystems.com.au

e: info@resonatesystems.com.au
t: +61 8 7200 5700
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